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Animals A Visual Encyclopedia An Animal Planet Book
Leap into the fascinating world of animals! Watch animals of all kinds in action and investigate their habits and habitats in the
readable, browse-able, picture-packedFirst Animal Encyclopedia. Children will learn all about different animal groups — including
mammals, reptiles, birds, amphibians, insects, and fish — and meet amazing creatures in all sizes, shapes, and colors. Clear,
vibrant photographs bring it all to life in the pages of this delightful first reference book for kids.
Snow leopards keep themselves warm by wrapping their tails around their bodies like scarves.Fireflies use their lights to talk to
each other.Immortal jellyfish can live forever. They grow to adulthood and then shrink back to babies, over and over again.journal
6×9 with 120 Pages
A natural history guide section focuses on how animals have adapted in terms of anatomy, senses and survival skills.
No two pages look alike in this eye-popping children's encyclopedia. Exploring everything from amazing animals to art, this ebook
includes fun facts for kids. With its unique visual approach, WOW! shows you a range of topics but presents them with a twist.
Mingle with a bunch of snakes... on a ladder! Meet your mammal relatives in a photo album, or peek into a drawer full of prosthetic
eyes to discover the science of genetics. An ice sculpture reveals the science behind states of matter, architectural marvels are
displayed on a house of cards, and the story of space exploration is told through an astronaut's stamp collection. This
comprehensive children's ebook covers technology, Earth, people, nature, history, science, the human body, and much more. With
something new to discover on every page, WOW! will consistently entertain and inform. It's the ultimate children's reference
ebook.
Presents a survey of all animal groups, with diagrams, distribution maps, color photographs. and overviews of animal evolution,
behavior, habitats, and adaptation.
This landmark piece of reference publishing offers a reliable, visually stunning, and family-friendly alternative to online information
sources. Includes carefully curated content, the pages of this illustrated encyclopedia are designed to be accessible and
illuminating to a wide range of readers, and parents and teachers can be confident that children won't see any unwanted content.
Featuring accessible and authoritative information, this book is a comprehensive guide to a wide range of human knowledge, and
its text is integrated with clear artworks and informative, illuminating photography to bring general knowledge vividly to life. The
scope of content in The Visual Encyclopedia makes it stand alone as a self-contained family reference guide, and it covers the
fields of science, nature, space, history, the arts, technology, leisure, and more. The information is organized thematically to make
navigation easy, and clear signposting highlights connections between subjects. Whether you want to find the answer to a
question, read about a particular area of interest, or simply browse a range of subjects at leisure, this accessible, family-friendly
reference guide offers a trustworthy source of knowledge and enjoyment.
Om de verhouding van de hoofdpersoon tot zichzelf en anderen duidelijk te maken, vertelt deze het gevarieerde leven van
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Gantenbein, zijn gefantaseerde dubbel-ik
Packed with facts and illustrations, this landmark book offers a reliable, visually stunning, and family-friendly alternative to online
information sources. This fully illustrated encyclopedia is the antidote to the internet. It's an expertly written and beautifully
presented reference for a world overloaded with unreliable information. From quantum physics to the square of the hypotenuse,
Ancient Rome to the depths of the oceans, this is your one-stop knowledge shop for the digital age-clear, simple, accurate, and
unbiased. This book is a comprehensive guide to a huge range of human knowledge and includes over 4,000 images to bring
information vividly to life. Its format is accessible to a wide range of readers, so it's ideal for a variety of ages, for home study-or
simply for browsing for fun. Parents and teachers can be confident that children won't see any unwanted content. Visual
Encyclopedia is the ultimate easy-to-read family guide to science, nature, space, history, art, technology, leisure, culture, and
more. The information is organized thematically for simple navigation, and clear signposting makes it easy to follow connections
between subjects. For family, for study, for the simple pleasure of discovery, here is a trustworthy source of knowledge and
enjoyment.
Updated with the latest discoveries about the prehistoric world! Explore all of prehistory--the plants, the reptiles, the swimmers, the
flyers, the dinosaurs, the mammals, and more in this comprehensive visual celebration of prehistoric life. Dinosaurs is not simply a
catalog of facts--it is a visual celebration of the history of all life on Earth, with a special focus on dinosaurs. It features more than
100 dinosaur species, many illustrated with exclusive, brand-new artworks. The new images vividly reflect the very latest research
into what these prehistoric creatures looked like, including stunning new discoveries about feathered dinosaurs. Material is
organized by category of animal: invertebrates, early vertebrates, dinosaurs and birds, and mammals.
Inside is a stunning, comprehensive visual encyclopedia featuring gorgeous photography that not only illustrates, but educates.
This encyclopedia is driven by its striking imagery that brings more than one million things to light. It is a crucial addition to homes
and classrooms alike. In true DK fashion, the photography in this book does all the talking. The encyclopedia features more than
one million things!Rather than string together multiple photos of objects, the Visual Encyclopedia features sweeping single-shots
that encompass a multitude of objects, making for a seamless and striking presentation.
If you're wild about animals, this visual encyclopedia is the ultimate page-turner, bringing our planet's creatures together in
spectacular style. This inspiring children's reference guide welcomes you to the animal kingdom where you can meet more than
1,500 species, ranging from ants to zebras and everything in between. Stunning pictures bring you face to face with giant
predators you know and love, including polar bears and tigers, as well as mysterious microscopic life, including amoebas and
bacteria. A variety of animal habitats are shown in beautiful detail, while accessible information, additional fact boxes, and amazing
galleries complete the stories. A jaw-dropping spectrum of animal types - from fish and birds to reptiles and mammals - provides a
learning experience like no other. Whether you're a budding naturalist or simply want to complete a school project, The Animal
Book has got it covered.
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Includes an amazing range of animals, from the largest, such as the big cats, giraffes and reindeer through to the smallest, such
as the fire salamander, stoat and rock elephant shrew.
No two pages look alike in this eye-popping children's encyclopedia. Exploring everything from amazing animals to art, this book is
packed with fun facts for kids. With its unique visual approach, One Million Things! shows you a range of topics but presents them
with a twist. Mingle with a bunch of snakes... on a ladder! Meet your mammal relatives in a photo album, or peek into a drawer full
of prosthetic eyes to discover the science of genetics. An ice sculpture reveals the science behind states of matter, architectural
marvels are displayed on a house of cards, and the story of space exploration is told through an astronaut's stamp collection. This
comprehensive children's book covers technology, Earth, people, nature, history, science, the human body, and much more. With
something new to discover on every page, One Million Things! will consistently entertain and inform. It's the ultimate children's
reference book.
An A-Z of the fiercest, friendliest and fastest animals in the world - now in paperbackFrom aadvarks to zebras, there are billions of
animals around the world. Bring your child face to face with the best of them.They'll meet the deadliest, largest, friendliest, fastest
and downright strangest animals known to man, and discover what they look like, where they live, what they do, what they eat and
what life is like for their young. There are thousands of facts to find, maps, fantastic photographs and a 'tree of life' that shows you
how animals are related to each other - including us!Bats and beetles, lions and lemurs, frogs and falcons, fish, flies, whales and
snails: they're all here in the ultimate animal encyclopedia.
From the shimmering surface to the darkest depths, this breathtaking visual encyclopedia presents our blue planet as never before. Stunning
photography, accessible information, and fascinating facts are spilling over in this essential guide to the oceans. Take a dip in all the world's
waters to experience their incredible diversity. Make a splash in the icy Arctic waters before warming up in the tropical Indian Ocean.
Experience the super size of mighty whales compared to swarms of tiny krill. Cast your eyes to the skies to see circling sea birds before
diving down to meet mysterious creatures of the deep. Awash with comprehensive information and fascinating detail, Ocean: A Children's
Encyclopedia is the perfect choice for school projects, marine enthusiasts, and water babies everywhere.
Discover the many ways animals are surprisingly human! Meet more than 2,500 amazing animals in this comprehensive, family-fun, global
reference guide from Animal Planet — your source for all things animals. Get up close and personal with the diverse species that share our
world and discover the many ways animals are just like us! Animal Planet Animals: A Visual Encyclopedia profiles the seven major animal
classes — mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish, arthropods, and other invertebrates — and features more than 1,000 stunning color
photographs of animals in action. A giant removable poster showcases record-breaking animal kingdom facts and Animal Planet L!VE bonus
videos transport readers from the book page directly to animals in their natural habitats around the world. Additional book features include a
comprehensive glossary, index, and study resources for extended learning in geography, climate change, biology, and ecosystems, plus
Animal Planet's R.O.A.R (Reach Out. Act. Respond.) facts throughout discuss conservation and animal rescue efforts. Highly accessible for
both curl-up reading and dip-in reference needs, care has been taken to offer animal lovers less work and more wow by weaving the
taxonomic and biological information throughout the individual sections rather than putting it all up front. Specialist authors and life science
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experts provide the most up-to-date view of the animal kingdom, making it an ideal homework helper and a crucial family reference for the
school years and beyond. A beautiful gift for any animal lover, a portion of proceeds benefits R.O.A.R. (Reach Out. Act. Respond.), Animal
Planet's project dedicated to improving the lives of animals in our communities and in the wild.
Presents comprehensive information on the human body, covering such topics as the musculoskeletal system, immunology, digestion and
nutrition, the human life cycle, the nervous system, and the respiratory system.
A small-format reference book provides information on more than two thousand animal species, divided into seven themes.
AnimalsA Visual EncyclopediaDk Pub
This book is a comprehensive volume about animals sorted by species. Each animal creature is illustrated with a fact file about it.
Introducing the first encyclopedia book from Animal Planet--the leading brand for animal lovers--that tells the story of our planet's animal life
and celebrates our vital and humanizing connection with the animal world.

An illustrated encyclopedia describing the physical characteristics, behavior, habitats, and life cycle of a variety of animals.
The dynamic approach of the Visual Encyclopedia series stimulates the enthusiasm of the reader, pulling them into the world the
books depict. Explanatory diagrams, detailed charts, lists, maps, data, and fact boxes are presented throughout to make reference
easy. The Visual Encyclopedia of Animals has been extremely successful worldwide, and has now been brought completely up to
date and given a smart new look.
The Animal Facts Book For kids VOL.2: Learn About The Fantastic Creatures Of The wilderness!(Funr Edition 2020) A first Big
Visual Encyclopedia Of Animals, picture book Fun Reference Guide To The Animals of the World. Welcome to Wild ANIMALS
FACTS , where we explore the best - and most interesting - things of the animal kingdom.Ever wonder what animal is the fastest,
smelliest or even the funniest looking? Well look no further ... we have it all!There are many facts about animals that may outright
surprise because you thought you already knew about it, but it turns out you were wrong..
Discover the lifestyles, habitats, and behaviors of the animal kingdom as you’ve never seen them before with The Encyclopedia of
Animals. Each page of this comprehensive guide is packed with amazingly detailed artworks and full-color photographs. From the
flying squirrel to the yellow-bellied sapsucker, and from the fire ant to the sun bear, animals are seen in all their splendid variety in
this fascinating visual guide. Divided by class and family, the sections in this book clarify the distinguishing traits of the animals,
which are depicted in colorful scientific drawings; captions provide additional information. User-friendly and with the sections
marked by color tabs for quick consultation, this book could serve as a field guide or a desk reference. Shown in all their glory,
here are the gulper eel, the blue wildebeest, the giant African bullfrog, the Sumatran Orangutan, the Chilean flamingo, and the tiny
but terrifying anglerfish. Many of the book's images show the animals in their natural environment and behaving as they would in
the wild. An orangutan is shown swinging from a branch, a bird-of-paradise is illustrated during a courtship display, and hyenas are
depicted in pursuit of zebra prey. Map icons illustrate the animal’s distribution around the world, while key fact boxes highlight
features of the animal’s anatomy, diet, and genus. Learn more about your favorite species, from the smallest insects to the largest
mammals, with expert information and up-to-date population statistics throughout. User-friendly and accessible, this is the perfect
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modern encyclopedia for animal enthusiasts of all ages.
Welcome to the world of science. This comprehensive visual guide has biology, chemistry, and physics covered for budding
scientists everywhere. From electricity and engines to sound waves and space travel, Science: A Visual Encyclopedia explores
every topic in stunning detail and answers just about any question you can think of. Spectacular visuals and innovative graphics
engage young readers alongside crystal-clear text and wow facts to ensure the spectrum of subjects are all easily understood.
Whether watching melting chocolate for states of matter or whizzing around a rollercoaster for types of energy, key concepts are
brought to life with the most memorable content. Did you know that the dot on this "i" contains millions of tiny atoms, the building
blocks of everything? Or that it is only the mysterious force of gravity that stops you from falling off planet Earth? Learn the super
science of the entire Universe in the pages of this extraordinary encyclopedia. Children will keep returning time and time again to
this family favorite - an important addition to any library.
An encyclopedia of the amphibians, reptiles, and mammals of the Americas presents a natural history guide that focuses on
physical characteristics and survival skills, and provides information on ecology and wildlife conservation.
A guide to Earth's animal life includes breeding patterns, scientific names, and conservation statutes
Come face-to-face with 150 of the world's scariest killer creatures, from the lion and great white shark to the tarantula, anaconda
snake, golden eagle, vampire bat, and even the fierce ant! The book profiles every kind of animal--mammals, reptiles, birds, fish,
insects, and arachnids. Chapters are arranged according to how these dangerous predators kill. Do they use jaws and claws,
venom, stings, traps, tricks and cunning, or mass invasion? With more than 200 spectacular photos in the book, every page has a
stunning image of the animal in action, with data files giving a visual guide to its size, distribution, diet, and habitat, as well as a
rating of its "scare factor." Each profile features bite-size text that will appeal to all readers. Discover key facts about how the
animal lives (is it solitary or a pack animal?), intriguing anatomy (the platypus is famously one of the few venomous mammals, but
did you know that the venom comes from the hind leg on the males only?), and of course, their method of attack (such as chasing
prey to exhaustion, launching an ambush, or paralyzing with poison). Further fascinating facts can also be found in the reference
section at the end of book, including deadly defense, family trees, toxins, and prehistoric deadly creatures that are no more.
Explains the young life, habitat, life span, anatomy, types of, and size of many different animals.
Dive into Sharks and Other Deadly Ocean Creatures Visual Encyclopedia to discover everything there is to know about the
ocean's biggest predators. Brought to life with cutting-edge CGI technology, more than 200 sharks and fierce fish are featured in
highly visual profiles. From great white sharks to barracudas, children can explore dangerous waters with age-appropriate texts
and photographs. Compare different ocean habitats, body sizes, tails, and more in the eight chapters that cover the different
classifications of sharks, including bullhead sharks, ground sharks, and carpet sharks. Find out why they are called tiger sharks,
discover how long frilled sharks' pregnancies last, and see why a hammerhead shark's head is shaped that way. Learn which
sharks live in salt water, which sharks live in fresh water, and which sharks can live in both! Read amazing shark facts about
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anatomy, behavior, and habitats, and find key information at a glance with data boxes, facts, and figures laid out in DK's signature
style. Joining DK's award-winning Visual Encyclopedia format, Sharks and Other Deadly Ocean Creatures Visual Encyclopedia is
the ultimate one-stop reference book for everything shark.
Provides information about the physical characteristics, habits, and behavior of such animals as hedgehogs, peacocks, penguins,
salamanders, and snakes.
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